
HOSE who know me well will be

aware that horses are not just at

the centre of my day job but also

provide me with a hobby  --  eventing.

Sometimes I compete on my own horses

in various disciplines, but for the past 15

years of so I have also had various shares

in event horses with the Olympic event

rider, Nicola Wilson, who lives nearby. In

2015 I bought half of a four-year-old,

German-bred Holsteiner gelding called

Dublin, purchased by Nicola while horse-

shopping in Germany.  

Nicola was accompanied on that trip by

Jo and Jamie Lambert, owners at Johnston

Racing, who part-own the tough and five-

time winning racing filly, Mountain Brave.

We decided to buy half of Dublin each and

because British Eventing, the competition

body which registers horses, said that we

needed a prefix because a ‘Dublin’ was

already registered, we added the prefix JL,

which stands for Johnston and Lambert.

Owners who get involved with event

horses go into it knowing that they will

take a long time to develop because they

have to be trained for rigorous

competitions in which they have to

complete a dressage test, a round of show-

jumping and a cross-country challenge

over natural obstacles.  

The training programme is thorough and

comprehensive, and so it is inevitable that

it takes time for horses to reach a stage at

which they can compete at the highest

level of the sport.

Jo, Jamie and I spent the weekend

before Royal Ascot with Nicola and her

team at Bicton in Devon where JL Dublin

was competing in an event I would equate

with a Group 1 in racing terms. 

It was an extremely competitive class,

because with so many trials having been

cancelled due to Coronavirus in the last 18

months, a huge number of the best horses

around were there to take part. 

T turned out to be a dream weekend

for us. JL Dublin, ridden by Nicola,

led from start to finish. He rose to the

occasion to produce the best dressage

performance from 112 starters and then,

the following day, he flew round a very

testing cross-country course within the

time allowed.

The course caused the competing horses

lots of problems and was generally thought

to have provided the stiffest test since the

Burghley event of 2019. 

On the final day it was show-jumping,

and JL Dublin was last to go. He had to

jump a clear round within the time allowed

if he were to win. He did.

What a weekend we had!.It was

absolutely fantastic, and many thanks are

due to Helen West and the team at Bicton

for staging what was effectively a

replacement for our annual major event in

Yorkshire at Bramham, which was among

those events cancelled because of Covid.  

Our thanks also go to Nicola, her

husband Alaistair and all her team team for

their hard work and dedication, and of

course to ‘Dubs’, as JL Dublin is

affectionately known.

S a result of his impressive

performance he has been

nominated for a squad of nine

horses and rider combinations for the

Tokyo Olympics. As he is comparatively

young as a 10-year-old he might not make

the team this time, but we have so much to

look forward to. 

Whatever happens in his future, we will

always have our wonderful weekend in

Devon. 

And to think that just four days later,

Subjectivist won the Gold Cup at Royal

Ascot.  What a week!

DUBLIN’S A WINNER!
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By DEIRDRE JOHNSTON, pictured above with Jo Lambert (left) and their JL Dublin, who

was featured on the cover of Horse & Hound last month (inset) being ridden by Nicola Wilson
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